Why are we trying to reduce length of stay? Evaluation of the costs and benefits of reducing time in hospital must start from the objectives that govern the change
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Introduction
In many different countries, those responsible for the care of patients in hospital are under some degree of political and managerial pressure to keep length of stay to a minimum. In the United Kingdom, for example, length of stay is one of the Health Service indicators on which some managers’ performance related pay depends.

It is known that patients admitted for treatment with the same condition may experience considerable variation in length of stay. And it is also widely held that reductions of time spent in hospital will reduce costs without compromising patient outcomes. What are the implications of this, and what exactly is the basis for it?

It is not difficult to see why reduction in stay is a frequent focus for managerial attention. The concept is an accessible one; and progress in such a reduction can be measured relatively easily. Furthermore, the alternatives are fraught with difficulty. Most managers are aware that action on their part to encourage other improvements in a service—for example, through increasing clinical effectiveness—may be seen as an attempt to infringe clinical freedom.

Clinicians have their own reasons for holding the view that it is desirable to reduce time spent in hospital. There is a tradition of rather dire warnings about the dangers of a long stay in hospital. Often length of stay is seen to be synonymous with bed rest. For example, Asher as early as 1948 said, “Beneath the comfort of the blanket there lurk a host of formidable dangers.” An editorial in the BMJ a year later put forward much the same view, and in 1960 in an article in the Lancet entitled “Hotels or hospitals?” Stallworthy berated London teaching hospitals for their variability in length of stay and pointed out the reduced throughput that this implied. Similar articles have appeared since that time, and a recent newspaper article described the substantial reduction in time spent in hospital as a result of realisation by the medical profession that bed rest “lowers morale and causes insomnia and constipation.”

The aims of this review are to describe variation in length of hospital stay (particularly in relation to surgical procedures), along with currently available explanations for that variation; and to examine its relation to health outcomes and costs. In particular, the review considers four questions:

- What determines length of stay?
- Does length of stay make a difference to patients’ health outcomes?
- Do reductions in length of stay really save money?
- Should we be trying to reduce length of stay?

Methods used in this review
A systematic Medline search was undertaken for references to length of stay occurring in the title or abstract of published work in English between 1983 and 1995. References were included if they: (a) fell into the relevant time period; (b) referred to acute inpatient care.

They were excluded if they: (a) referred exclusively to length of stay as a proxy outcome variable where there was a main intervention of interest—for example, the use of a new drug or surgical technique; (b) referred to length of stay as only a part of a hospital stay—for example, intensive care or in some kind of rehabilitation facility; (c) were related exclusively to psychiatric diagnoses; or (d) used a case series in one institution as the only study design.

Relevant medical literature before 1983 and unpublished sources were included. There are many papers on length of stay, perhaps reflecting its perceived importance in current thinking in health services particularly as a proxy measure of outcome. Much of the literature and research in this field is North American. There are few randomised trials, so much of the work is non-experimental, observational, and used large data sets. This review is to a certain extent selective as many of the examples to illustrate points are drawn from studies of surgical procedures. I have reviewed the quality of the evidence of each publication where relevant.

Variation in length of stay: broad patterns

DOWNWARD HISTORICAL TRENDS
Length of stay in hospital has decreased systematically over the past 20 years, both overall and for most conditions (table 1).§ The factors contributing to this downward trend are not necessarily those that might be assumed at first—for example, a response to research showing that a shorter stay is as efficacious as a longer one. There is, in fact, little research on the subject.

It might be assumed too that technological advance lies at the heart of the reduction of time spent in hospital. But there is evidence...
that technological advance may in fact have conflicting effects. In one study, for instance, medical admissions were compared in 1961-2 with admissions in 1981-2. The authors found that length of stay decreased strikingly over time. They considered that some of the decrease might have been due to new techniques encouraging brief admissions for a specific diagnostic test—for example, cardiac catheterisation—which were not previously available. But in a similar study comparing admissions in 1972 and 1982, length of stay increased for two conditions in which the authors had found that the use of technological intervention had increased (infant respiratory distress syndrome and kidney transplantation).

So, what factors do seem to figure most prominently in the overall reduction in a patient’s time spent in hospital? In one study, researchers used multivariate analysis to apportion an estimated decrease in number of days in hospital over 10 years to several different factors. Historical trends in surgery were found to be the most important variables in that year, accounting for 80% of the decrease in length of stay in hip replacement and more than 100% of the decrease in coronary artery bypass grafting.

**GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION**

The time patients with exactly similar conditions are likely to spend in hospital after any given treatment depends on the country, the region, the hospital, and the specialty. This kind of variation would suggest that patients’ needs may not be the overriding factor in the decision over how long they stay in hospital.

Figures 1 and 2 show differences in length of stay in different countries for specific elective surgical interventions of hernia repair and cholecystectomy. A sample of nationally collected routine data indicates that in 1988 a person admitted for cholecystectomy in Italy was likely to spend twice as long in hospital as a person admitted for the same procedure in Norway.

Caution has to be exercised in making comparisons of this kind as different countries have different methods of recording and collecting data and different approaches to quality control. However, it does seem to be the case that the country in which patients have their operation is an important determining factor in their likely length of stay in hospital.

Figure 3 shows mean duration of stay in days (log transformed with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs)) for hysterectomy for districts in one English region.

Resident based data are used, and the figure is likely to underestimate differences. Nevertheless, substantial differences exist. These figures are not adjusted for case mix but it is unlikely that the differences are due solely to case mix differences.

Oddly, it has been found that geographical differences are maintained as a person’s time spent in hospital decreases over time. Thus length of stay in the north east of the United States has remained longer than in the west but both continue to fall.13,14

Similar regional differences have been found in studies in Europe. In the United Kingdom, variation was found in age adjusted duration of stay between districts in two regions for cholecystectomy, appendicectomy, and inguinal hernia (excluding day case operations), although again the data were not adjusted for case mix. It seems that districts did not maintain the same rank so that in one district patients might have the longest stay for one procedure and the shortest for another.
large aggregated routine data sets to disentangle the various characteristics associated with variation in length of stay. Routine data tend to cause a problem in allowing for adequate adjustment for case mix, and in particular for severity of illness and comorbidity, which are rarely well recorded routinely. This is a recurring theme in studies of a person’s time in hospital and may contribute to the variability of many of the findings.

Assuming that adequate adjustment has been made for variation in case mix and in the quality of data sources, what are the main issues involved in the different supply and demand factors affecting duration of stay?

**What determines length of stay?**

The time that people spend in hospital might be thought to depend on circumstances related to the provider of care. Examples might include the individual practice style of a clinician, the locally available supply of beds, and method of payment (whether prepayment or fee for service). These are described as supply factors.

Alternatively, the time spent in hospital may depend primarily on issues related to patients’ needs — for instance, measures of socioeconomic status, severity of disease, comorbidity, rate of recovery, or costs to the patient of a longer stay. These may be described as demand factors. The box summarises some of these factors.

**CAUSES OF VARIATION IN LENGTH OF STAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply factors:</th>
<th>Demand factors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual practice style</td>
<td>Socioeconomic status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge policies, level of illness at which hospital care is considered desirable</td>
<td>Disease severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed supply, hospital competition, and the quality and availability of primary, community, or convalescent care</td>
<td>Comorbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of payment - prepayment or fee for service</td>
<td>Direct or indirect costs to the patient or their carers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The importance of analysing and distinguishing between demand and supply factors lies in the implications for action within hospitals. If demand factors predominate in determining the length of stay, then probably little should or could be done to try to reduce variation between institutions. On the other hand, if supply factors are found to predominate, then this may point to a need to look at methods of practice and managerial constraints with a view to diminishing the variation in time spent in hospital.

Several authors in the United States have looked with multiple regression analyses on
**Bed supply**

The effect of local availability of beds on length of stay has been investigated in several studies. One large study on regional variations in The Netherlands suggested that the strongest determinant was bed supply and quoted Roemer's law "a built bed is a filled bed."9-28 This was corroborated by another well designed study in The Netherlands.11

In the United Kingdom the picture is similar,29 with the additional finding30 that patients who had been longer on waiting lists had shorter stays because of increased pressure on beds. They found that hospitals able to send patients to convalescent facilities or community hospitals did not keep their patients for a shorter time and this has been confirmed in other studies.15-28

In the United States, in one study30 the authors found differences between two areas in length of stay for several procedures. In the area with the highest numbers of local hospitals—the larger bed supply—they reported a stay 14.8% longer for total hip replacement, 6.9% longer for hysterectomy, and 16.9% longer for all diagnoses than in the area with the smaller bed supply when adjustment for population density, age, and case mix had been made.

Convalescent facilities increase supply, so if the above finding holds, convalescent facilities would be expected to be associated with an increased length of stay. Two studies in the United Kingdom, one on general (internal) medical and surgical patients, and another on patients with stroke have documented a longer stay for individual patients awaiting a place in either convalescent or rehabilitation facilities.17-31 However, in neither of these studies was overall bed supply investigated or comparisons made with other districts with different access to such facilities.

By contrast, Morgan32 suggested that the reason for a shorter stay in some of the districts she studied seemed to be the ability to transfer patients out of acute wards either to other hospitals or to convalescent facilities. One district classified as having the shortest stay in the South East Thames region transferred 19% of patients with hernia and 20% with appendicectomy to another hospital or to convalescent units.

The balance of evidence, however, does suggest that in different cases and situations in Europe and the United States, supply of beds is the factor with the strongest association with length of stay—increased supply leads to a longer stay.15-18 25-30

**Method of payment**

Clearly, the method of payment is not yet such an important issue in the United Kingdom. However, it has been shown to be an important factor in the United States, where different research teams have found that patients in health maintenance organisations have significantly shorter times in hospital than those treated under fee for service plans.33-36 Patients in the United States in neighbouring hospital beds with the same illness may find themselves in hospital for different times simply because they have different health plans.

**DEMAND FACTORS**

**Patients' rate of recovery**

Ideally, a patient's needs, and particularly their speed of postoperative recovery, should be the main factors determining their length of stay, variations in which might reflect good care.26 However, major studies of the effects of factors which might be thought to relate to patients' individual needs do not seem to relate to length of stay.15-36

Complications can act as a confounding variable. A long stay may be more likely to result in complications such as infection acquired in hospital. On the other hand, complications may also increase stay,19 as the patient's state of ill health might preclude discharge at the usual or routine time.

**Costs to the patient**

The costs of the stay in hospital to individual patients are important factors. These might be borne by the patient or paid for by a third party, such as a government scheme. The costs of hospitalisation are paid for by patients, their families, health care providers, and third-party payers. A recent study shows that patients pay for hospital care that they do not need.37-41

The picture is undoubtedly more complicated for complex and chronic medical conditions.39-40 Unfortunately, thorough analysis has not been undertaken to investigate the different demand variables in these groups of patients.

**BALANCE BETWEEN SUPPLY AND DEMAND**

There are complex explanations for the considerable variations that exist in length of stay in hospital after any given procedure. Supply factors are shown to have by far the greatest influence on how long patients stay in hospital. Bed supply and method of payment seem to have the strongest associations. The intervention of medical staff can have some effect but influence from this quarter is limited. Perhaps surprisingly, investigation of a variety of demand factors seems to suggest that patients may have the least influence of all.

**Does length of stay make a difference?**

Variation in stay can only be used as a measure of quality of care if it can be shown that it makes a difference to clinical outcome. This section of the review explores the relation of length of stay to different outcomes, including mortality, infection, and where appropriate recurrence of the original condition.

Publications on the effect of length of stay on clinical outcome are few and become rapidly dated as the stays become shorter over time. One of the most widely quoted pieces of research, and one of the very few randomised controlled trials in this area, was on the effects
of shorter length of stay on the outcomes of repair of hernia and varicose vein surgery.\textsuperscript{1-4} Patients were randomised to receive either a short stay (48 hours) or long stay (six to seven days). The authors found no difference in clinical outcomes, specifically complications or recurrence. In 1996 almost all patients admitted for varicose vein surgery and many admitted for repair of hernia are treated as day cases. Continuing decreases in stay have diminished the usefulness of this trial.

Nevertheless the scientific literature suggests that there should be an expectation of variation in outcomes with duration of stay. In other words, sometimes patients might experience a worse outcome from a shorter stay or vice versa. For example, studies of wound breaking strength in surgical cases might suggest that there is a theoretical minimum period during which bed rest might be desirable. Hospital care may also protect patients from onerous household chores or adverse home circumstances. But complications such as the development of thromboembolic disease\textsuperscript{44} or the development of hospital acquired infection\textsuperscript{45} are said to increase with longer stay. Also, both relatives and patients may gain a great deal of pleasure from early discharge.

The Office of Technology Assessment in the United States undertook a review of this issue some time ago and found that there was some evidence that a shorter stay is associated with a trade off between a slightly higher rate of minor complications and small monetary savings.\textsuperscript{1-46} However, the complications labelled by the authors as minor, included chest and wound infection, haematoma, unexplained fever, thrombophlebitis, and wound discharge—none of which is likely to be viewed as minor by patients. All the studies reviewed in this area by the Office of Technology Assessment\textsuperscript{47-49} lacked sufficient statistical power to detect differences in the outcomes under investigation. In particular, those studies on the effects of shorter stay in elective surgery had a less than 75% chance of discovering a 50% difference between short and longer stay groups in the incidence of postoperative complications. All concluded that early discharge was safe, although this could not be concluded reliably from their data.

More recently the relation between length of stay and outcome for six common conditions was investigated with a retrospective non-experimental design.\textsuperscript{50} Patients were recruited from teaching hospitals in Massachusetts and California. The authors used a composite measure of functional status as one of the measures of outcome. Significant and important variations in length of stay were found which remained after adequate adjustment for case mix. However, practically no differences in outcome were found to relate to length of stay, and only 2% of the overall variance in functional status for the six conditions could be explained by it.\textsuperscript{50} Patients who stayed a shorter time in hospital after transurethral resection of the prostate or cholecystectomy showed significantly less satisfaction.

In another recent study of the effects of shorter length of stay on the outcome of elective abdominal hysterectomy no difference was found in various outcomes including patient satisfaction at 10 days, six weeks, and three months after a short or standard length of stay.\textsuperscript{51}

**RELATION WITH MORTALITY**

A routine data set of patient's abstracts covering 600 000 patients admitted for acute care between 1970 and 1973 to 17 hospitals was investigated for any relation between length of stay and mortality in hospital.\textsuperscript{52} The researchers found a strong association after adjusting for diagnosis and severity. Patients with a longer stay had a higher than expected in mortality in hospital.

However, mortality as the outcome in this type of study is problematic for three reasons. Firstly, mortality is not the most appropriate outcome measure to examine the effectiveness of most treatments or procedures. Secondly, mortality in hospital may truncate what would otherwise have been a longer stay. Thirdly, a shorter stay may be associated with lower mortality only because patients discharged earlier may die outside hospital.

In summary, studies investigating the effects of length of stay on the outcomes of health care have three main problems. Firstly, few select the most appropriate outcomes. Secondly, outcomes chosen are often insufficiently frequent for differences in their occurrence to be reliably compared. Lastly, most studies fail to take sufficient account of differences in case mix. All studies reported, however, find no important effect of shorter stay on health outcome.

Although in two studies, on laparoscopic sterilisation and repair of inguinal hernia, satisfaction with day care was lower than with a longer stay,\textsuperscript{53-54} many studies of satisfaction have shown that most patients appreciate their time in hospital regardless of its duration.\textsuperscript{42-43 55-57} Currently, therefore, there is very little evidence of any relation between length of stay and outcome.

**Do reductions in length of stay really save money?**

Politicians and managers think that reducing the time spent in hospital will reduce costs per patient and therefore release capacity to treat more patients. This is the premise on which pressure to shorten stay is founded. In fact, very little research has been undertaken to examine overall costs and benefits of reduction in stay or the advantages of treating more patients per bed, per ward, or per year. What is known, however, is that a shorter stay is liable to increase overall costs if bed occupancy is kept at a constant level. Or to put it another way, shortening stay is liable to increase costs per day for the hospital. This is because for both medical and surgical patients, the main costs occur in the first half of the stay when input from staff, investigation, and intervention are at a maximum. Stays in hospital are almost always shortened by reducing lower depend-
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Why are we trying to reduce length of stay? This section of the review examines some of these issues.

Who gains what from early discharge?
In a valuable review of the economic issues surrounding shortening stay it has been suggested that there are several common fallacies associated with the widespread belief that there are substantial gains from early discharge. These fallacies include: the distribution of costs over length of stay is not an issue of great relevance. In fact each additional day of stay is not an adequate index of additional intensity or costs of services provided as has recently been shown for patients with total hip replacement in the United Kingdom. Another example of a common fallacy is that reduced length of stay causes negligible increases in primary and community care costs. There is a danger of understimating both direct and indirect costs to patients—for instance, costs of attending preoperative investigation clinics or early postoperative follow up clinics. Many studies seem to have taken inadequate account of the costs to patients of shorter stay. The costs of caring at home might be estimated by attaching an average nursing wage to the time spent by a relative caring for a patient at home regardless of whether the relative is employed or not.

A third common fallacy is that financial savings are used to improve patient care. Financial savings made by shortening a hospital stay, small as they might be, are never given to the patient to use on buying their own home care. Savings are invariably shared out over the totality of health care provided by the relevant provider and are usually used to admit more new patients to hospital.

In conclusion, it seems clear that evaluation of the costs and benefits of a shorter stay must start from the objectives that governed the change, and if these objectives were to reduce overall healthcare costs, then these are unlikely to be achieved.

An important study in British Columbia investigated the economic pay off of the introduction of paediatric day care. Children who were in hospital for longer had more investigations, and the use of day care made a saving of 60% over the use of inpatient facilities. But the authors also found that the introduction of surgical day care expanded the total amount of surgery performed on a static population of children. As they did not examine the appropriateness of the surgery either before or after the introduction of day care, either the children had previously been under supplied with surgical services and the expansion was therefore appropriate or the expansion represented an unnecessary increase in surgical intervention. A similar finding was found in New South Wales in Australia where patterns of use of hospital beds for hip fracture were examined. The authors found that between 1979 and 1990 there was a 45% increase in the total number of fractures but time in hospital had decreased, so the overall bed use in 1991 was similar to that in 1979. Here there is no doubt about the appropriateness of hospital based care, but the costs to patients and community services of this shortening of stay were not examined and it is possible that they may have been considerable.

When paediatric day care was introduced no savings were found because day care added to, not substituted for, the inpatient care already provided. The authors concluded that this lack of substitution was because those who work in the hospital sector naturally have a strong incentive not to reduce length of stay to the point of allowing savings to be made by the closure of beds, wards, or hospitals because this implies reducing staff numbers.

So, all in all, are costs reduced by reductions in stay? And, if so, whose costs are reduced most? The short answers seem to be: • The savings may seem to be small, as they are usually lost in the totality of healthcare expenditure and are not clearly identifiable • Costs are borne most heavily by patients and their carers and have perhaps as yet not been adequately evaluated

The authors state that any underlying reduction in stay should be to enable planned increases in effective and appropriate health care which could not otherwise be undertaken. Although this is clearly the potential overwhelming benefit of a reduction in stay, it is as yet unproved. The final question to be considered by this review involves the practical implications of the findings so far.

Should we be trying to reduce length of stay?
It depends what the object of the exercise is. It is natural for managers to focus on standardising and shortening stay. After all, it is easy to get hold of information about length of stay, and fairly simple practical steps can be taken which will make an immediate difference to the pattern shown by individual hospitals. In short, variations in stay seem irrational and hence a worthy target for attention.

However, although the best methods for reducing the time spent in hospital are not clear from the research publications, over recent years there has been a reduction for several conditions. This has allowed for a continuing increase in the overall volume of work being undertaken. Few studies show firstly, how this increase in numbers of patients treated due to a shorter stay amounts to a planned response to a population’s defined health needs for effective and appropriate care or secondly, that the associated additional direct or indirect costs to patients are acceptable to them.

It has been found that unless wards are closed, overall hospital costs are not reduced by shortened stay, instead, costs remain the same or increase because the number of patients treated is increased. Of course this increase almost certainly does have a positive benefit for patient populations, but this benefit may still not be the optimal achievable benefit because of the unplanned way the freed resources are used. The benefits of a person’s reduced time in hospital are critically depend-
ent on the effectiveness and appropriateness of the work which fills up the slack. So although there has been a strong drive to reduce this, both the economic and the health related advantages have not been clearly shown.

Whether reducing a patient’s time in hospital is of benefit to the patients is unclear. Satisfaction of patients and their relatives may be related to length of stay and has been shown to be high for various types of day surgery. But it is possible that for different groups of patients either a longer or a shorter stay may increase satisfaction.

Perhaps most importantly, reductions in time spent in hospital have been shown to be safe as they have not been shown to have a major effect on health outcome (although there are methodological problems in almost all studies that have been undertaken to examine this relation).

So, should the effort to reduce stay be continued? On the one hand, it seems that a reduction is safe. On the other, there are many important unanswered questions. It is by no means clear who benefits from the continuing drive to decrease stay further, or exactly what those benefits are. In future the onus on those behind the drive to reduce length of stay should be to show that it is in the best interests of both individual patients and wider patient populations.

Although the views expressed are my own and any errors are my own responsibility, I would like to thank Nick Black, Marsfield Cameron, Sonja Riehl, and John Hamn for their invaluable help and comments.
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